village, which later developed into a town center called
the Common.
Today, the Common is a gathering place for
memorials, markets, and music, among other things and
is enjoyed by the town’s current population of
approximately 6,200 residents. Over the past decade, the
Common’s garden spaces have grown increasingly
vibrant. They are a joyful presence in the heart of this
community, but the increasing workload has only been
managed sporadically by a mere two or three dedicated
citizens.
In May of 2018, three Master Gardener Interns
and a Master Gardener Project Director stepped forward
and decided that if we organized a mix of citizens and
local Master Gardeners, the knowledge base,
commitment and effectiveness would increase.
Broadening the base of support would also allow for
inclusion of nearby Northfield Falls project sites.
Additional town resident gardeners increased
participation numbers to a total of nine, and two more
will join us in 2020 for a total of 11 gardeners, to
manage a total of 17 gardens of varying size.
The structure of our work plan for the gardens
increased significantly, with the responsibilities spread
evenly over the group. Each gardener takes
responsibility for one (or more) gardens. Gardeners work
in teams. Planning, garden design, spring clean-up,
prepping soil, mulching, dead-heading, watering and fall
clean-up responsibilities are divided among the teams
for their selected garden sites. Group meetings happen as
needed. Teams can call on each other for support at any
time. Master Gardeners sometimes integrate among the
teams and sometimes work together on their own
project. Master Gardeners have been called upon to give
presentations to local organizations, and sometimes
work with the local school on garden projects.
The Northfield Gardeners 2020, as we are now
called, are loyal to our community businesses and
purchase from our hardware store and local
greenhouses. Support and appreciation from our town
residents has grown: on a hot summer day, a passer-by
will slip a cool lemonade into our hands, or often a
freshly baked chocolate chip cookie will appear in a bag
from a grateful community member. Donations for
supplies and plants are increasing in support of our
efforts, and the town is promising a budget for us in
2020.
With hard work and commitment to our
community, we are continuing to bring to the Town of
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Northfield a strong work ethic, knowledge base and
spirit. We learn from each other and the mission is
shared and enjoyed by all. We hope you’ll come and
visit us!

Students’ Garden
Grows Imagination
with Mystery Fruit
By Deb Curtis
Master Gardener since 2011
Barre, VT
As a Master Gardener and the coordinator for
the Barre Town Crops by Kids garden, located at the
Barre Town Elementary and Middle School, I spend a
lot of time with students and teachers. Each spring the
garden is planted by students, and families tend to the
garden during the summer.
This fall, a group of second graders and I were
exploring the garden during after school garden
club. One area of the garden had pumpkins growing. As
the class investigated the pumpkins, we noticed
something different. A few of the pumpkins were
smaller than the others, they were round, green and had
small spikes all over them. Then we went to a different
part of the garden to look at cucumbers. The students
agreed that the pumpkins they checked out looked more
like cucumbers than pumpkins. The students “flew” like
a bee from the pumpkin patch to the bed with the
cucumbers to illustrate pollination and concluded that
the bees must have cross-pollinated the two vegetables.
The students named their new vegetable a
“pumpcumber”.
To investigate further, the class cut the
pumpcumber open. It contained small cucumber-like
seeds and tasted exactly like a cucumber. (Remember,
this was growing in the pumpkin patch at the other end
of the garden from where the cucumbers were growing.)
At the end of the day, each second grader showed the
pumpcumber to the adult who came to get them. They
were excited over their new discovery.
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When I got home I went online to determine
what we had growing in the
garden. To my surprise, every
site I visited declared that it
was impossible to cross
pollinate a cucumber with a
pumpkin. Hmmm, I thought.
The internet sources said it
would be like breeding a dog
with a cat—not possible!
I
contacted
Vern
Grubinger from UVM. He
wrote back explaining that it
was unlikely that the garden
had a cross between a
cucumber and a pumpkin. He
wrote, “All the literature states
cucumbers and pumpkins are
different species that do not
cross. However, pumpkins that
are of the species Cucurbita
pepo can cross-pollinate with acorn squash, delicata
squash, zucchini and other summer squash because they
are all Cucurbita pepo. I am guessing that you had some
seed in your garden (that came in from compost, or was
left over from last year's crop) that was produced by
such a cross-pollinated pumpkin. I am not sure why
there as a cucumber smell but it's possible that the genes
for that are also in some squashes”.
This remains a mystery. What did we grow? It
sure did look like a pumpcumber to me. What do you
think?
We are always looking for EMG’s to join us at the Crops
by Kids garden. If interested, contact Deb Curtis at 802272-5304 or by email at curt293@charter.net.
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Master Gardener since 2012
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Westminster, VT
Are you dreaming of a gorgeous
garden but don’t have ideal growing
conditions, space or time? Herbs, small
veggies, and many kinds of flowers grow very
well in containers, including my favorite:
baskets!
As a container gardener, I spend many
hours at yard sales and flea markets looking
for various-sized containers and baskets. I
can’t pass by a basket without picking it up.
Many of my container gardens are made up of
old baskets.
After I find a basket I like, I start
thinking about how much depth the roots have
to grow. It helps to be familiar with the
growth
habit
of
the
plants
being
used. Generally, I give the plant just the space
it needs and no more. Next, I think about
where the basket will go. Will the area be
sunny, exposed, shady or sheltered? If I plan to hang the
basket, I use a soil mix because it’s lighter.
Every April or early May, I start my baskets of
pansies. Those happy faces are my first touch of spring.
They are hardy but if a hard freeze comes along, I just
pick up the basket by the handle and set it inside.
Sometimes I plant the pansies in a soil mix, other times I
leave them in their pots and just plop them in the basket.
The advantage of leaving annuals in their pots is that by
late June, they begin
to look pretty leggy
and
I
usually
replace them with
something else.
When
I
replace the pansies
in early summer, I
use colorful annuals
and crowd them
together.
Unlike
my outdoor gardens
where I give plants
space to grow, I
plant flowers close together in my baskets for a mass of
blooms. Regular deadheading and pinching back makes
them bushier. Containers are also a great way to
experiment with a new plant you see advertised. And if
it’s a loser, I can easily replace it.
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In the fall, I fill containers with yellows, oranges
and a few reds. I like chrysanthemums around gourds
and pumpkins. Then later in the fall, I add vines like
Virginia creeper—not the Oriental bittersweet though,
because it’s invasive.
And at the end of the season, I can bring my
baskets of plants into the house where they can be
enjoyed even longer.

Keeping
Contamination Out
of Compost
By Julie Marks
Master Gardener since 2019
Jericho, VT
I started a garden to be closer to my food source.
As an Environmental Health Scientist, one who studies
pathways of pollution in our environment and how it
ends up in our bodies, I am particularly privy to the
many opportunities for contamination in food supply
chains. A backyard garden felt like the best way to
(eventually) control every step of the process and protect
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my household from pesticides, plastics, and other
pollutants.
I live in the woods. The sunniest spot in my treefilled yard requires raised beds. So I purchased a blend
of soil and compost from a local supplier to fill my 8
beds before planting my first year of seeds. The delivery
truck came and nine yards of sweet, musty smelling
earth tumbled out onto my driveway, forming a
mountain of rich, chucky soil. It was beautiful. I couldn’t
wait to dig in to what I thought was the clean, nutritious
“black-gold” beginning for my new garden.
The first piece of plastic I picked out of this
gorgeous pile of earth didn’t alarm me. I expected a little
contamination. Then I saw another piece, then another,
and another. After four hours of shoveling soil into my
garden beds, my pockets were bursting with dirty trash:
bits of plastic film, tines of bioplastic forks, stickers
from produce, shards of rigid plastic and sharp glass,
broken plant tags, and bottle caps, to name a few. I was
slightly disgusted, but planted my seeds and tried to
move on. Then a couple weeks later, it rained—hard—
and up came more plastic. Hundreds of buried fragments
floated to the surface in each flooded bed, and swirled
around my seedlings. I was aghast at the sheer amount of
plastic hidden in my raised bed soil. And I knew there
was more where I could not see.
I know plastics. Plastics can contain chemicals
linked to cancer, infertility, hormone disruption and
4

been growing for 6+ weeks means they’ll have a fighting
chance against mother nature. Just be sure to harden off
any greenhouse-grown plants and wait until the danger
of frost has passed.

have additional requirements as a result of the space
limitations and can benefit by alternative planting media
and more frequent fertilization.
Instant Gratification

Keep Your Friends Close, and Your Enemies Closer
When choosing a site for your garden, there are
considerations beyond the amount of sun a particular
location receives (a minimum of six hours per day), but
where you situate your garden is just as important.
Positioning your garden close to your back door serves
several purposes: first, it’s easier to keep tabs on water
requirements, pests, etc. Second, critters are less likely to
browse the garden when they know people are nearby –
even just the sound of humans going about their business
in the house can be enough of a deterrent.
Feed Your Food
Soil health, which includes drainage; organic
content; nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium levels;
trace elements; and pH, is the single-most important
factor in ensuring a successful vegetable crop. A simple
soil test can tell you everything you need to know before
you start planting and is readily available from your
cooperative extension. Container and raised-bed gardens
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There are a number of vegetables that provide
the gardener with almost instant gratification – lettuce,
spinach, and radishes all take less than 30 days from
seed to sandwich, and because they’re considered coolweather crops, a second batch of seeds can be sown in
August for fall harvest. Start with easy-to-grow veggies
to increase your chances of success.
Meet the Neighbors
Say hello to a neighbor whose garden you have
admired, or visit your community garden. Most folks
love talking about their gardening experiences, and will
be more than happy to share tips and tricks. They might
also be willing to swap a few plants – trust me when I
say that no one needs a six-pack of zucchini plants!
Document!
It’s helpful to keep a record of what you planted,
how many, and when – as well as what worked and what
didn’t from year to year, so that each season is an
10

improvement over the previous one. It could be as
simple as a spiral notebook or an Excel spreadsheet, and
there are free and paid websites and apps as well. Be
sure to take pictures – it will help you resist the urge to
overbuy and overplant next time around, and it gives you
something to dream about over the long Vermont
winter.

Sources: Work Smarter, Not Harder, in the Garden, by
Charlie Nardozzi, New England Vegetable Management
Guide, Square Foot Gardening, by Mel Bartholomew

From Urban
Greenbelt to
Pollinator Garden
By Tom Hudspeth
Master Gardener since 1997
Burlington, VT
When we moved to the south end of Burlington
12 years ago, I dug up almost all the grass lawn in our
yard—keeping only a 10-foot diameter section where we
had lawn chairs—and replaced it with native plants and
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cultivars. Because I was concerned by the decline in
numbers and health of pollinators like bees, butterflies,
moths, and bats—especially with increased use of
insecticides with neonicotinoids and herbicides like
Roundup—I wanted to plant a pollinator garden.
Most of our yard is very shady, with lots of
hemlocks and white pines and a few white cedars. Just
about the only place that had enough sunlight each day
during the growing season to support pollinator plants
was the greenbelt/treebelt verge—the 8-foot wide strip
of land between the street and the sidewalk which
actually belongs to the city, but the near-by homeowner
is expected to maintain.
I checked with then-City Arborist Warren
Spinner to make certain it would be all right for me to
replace the grass there with pollinator-friendly plants.
He said I could do so as long as I did not plant marijuana
and kept the area neat and tidy and did not have real tall
plants like sunflowers that might lean or fall into the
street or
sidewalk. He also reminded me that there are usually
lots of utility lines (electric, telephone, cable, gas, etc.)
buried in the greenbelt, and I should contact Dig-Safe
before doing any digging.
I carried out the conversion. The pollinator
plants I used were mostly from divisions of plants I
already had around the yard or ones I bought at plant
sales.
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in a safe and supportive environment where we
minimize risks and maximize sensory exploration. We
create stunning floral arrangements full of colors,
textures, smells, and the always necessary “go-ga” floral embellishments that take the form of artificial
butterflies, footballs, and chicks, depending on the
season or holiday. We read poetry aloud that encourages
a calm and reflective state of mind. Our team focuses on
the human experience as we build relationships with
many of the individuals who attend our programming on
a regular basis. As we engage with participants, we
listen to their stories, ask follow-up questions, and get to
know their likes and dislikes. Often, nature is brought
indoors so we can cultivate joy for people who have
difficulty ambulating while encouraging individuals with
increased mobility and independence to explore the
fenced Secret Garden and to work alongside us to care
and nurture the space. We plant bright and flashy
annuals to attract the attention of individuals and
pollinators alike. We seed and transplant delicious and
recognizable vegetables and fruits such as tomatoes,
cucumbers, lettuce, beans, and strawberries that are
utilized in daily lunches throughout the summer. We
also dry flowers, herbs, and seed pods and help
participants transform these into wreaths and bouquets to
preserve a snippet of summer. Together with the
Memory Care community, we organize a culminating
garden celebration luncheon in August as we honor and
recognize the abundance of the growing season.
Being part of the Horticultural Therapy Team
has been a humbling, rewarding, and educational
experience as I completed my internship hours alongside
a team of dedicated EMG’s. I am grateful for the
numerous opportunities which allow me to connect with
community members and to learn from their wisdom and
lifelong experiences.
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